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Maxillary alveolar ridge augmentation using distraction
osteogenesis: a literature review and case report
The restoration of the edentulous atrophic anterior maxillary ridge has proved difficult. The absence of both gingival and bony alveolar
tissue contributes to these problems. Numerous techniques to address these issues have been described.
We report a case of a patient who sustained multiple facial injuries as a consequence of an accident, including the loss of the maxillary
incisor teeth and associated alveolus. This patient underwent fixed implant supported prosthetic rehabilitation, following the use of
distraction osteogenesis in the reconstruction of the edentulous atrophic anterior maxillary ridge.
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Restoration of the atrophic ridge in the
maxillary aesthetic zone in the partially
dentate patient remains a difficult challenge
for the restorative dentist. Traditionally,
this problem has been managed using a
removable partial denture with an extended
acrylic flange to replace the missing bone,
soft tissue and teeth. As expectations evolve,
clinicians and patients frequently pursue the
option of fixed restorations in these cases.
The absence of adequate alveolar bone
and concurrent loss of soft tissue provides
aesthetic and functional challenges for
fixed restorations and may preclude the
use of implant retained prostheses. These
restorative difficulties have resulted in an
increasing clinical interest in reconstruction
of the atrophic maxillary anterior alveolar
ridge.1-9
Numerous reconstructive and regenerative
techniques have been advocated to augment
the alveolar ridge including:
n Guided bone regeneration (GBR)1
n Autogenous bone grafting2,3
n Distraction osteogenesis.4-9

GBR
GBR using particulate bone has been shown
clinically and histologically to regenerate
alveolar bone1 and provide increased volume
for implant placement. However, GBR may
not provide the ridge height necessary for
reconstruction following dentoalveolar trauma,
where large vertical defects may be present in
many cases.

Autogenous bone grafting
Donor site morbidity is unavoidable with

autogenous bone grafting2,10 and there
may be unpredictable resorption of the
graft during the months prior to implant
placement.11 Importantly, there may be
insufficient gingival soft tissue present
to accommodate a graft of suitable size
and, where adequate volume is possible,
reproducing the appearance of the alveolus
is often difficult.

Distraction osteogenesis
Distraction osteogenesis (DO) may have
a role in reconstruction of the anterior
maxillary alveolus. DO is a technique of
bone lengthening which uses the natural
healing mechanism of the body to generate
new bone. An osteotomy (corticotomy) is
made in an area of bone deficiency and
a fixation device which may be internal
or external is used to slowly elongate the
bone to its new dimension while natural
ossification produces new bone at the site
of distraction.12 This technique provides the
advantage of simultaneously increasing the
volume of both alveolar bone and soft tissue
available for subsequent restoration.

History of distraction
osteogenesis
DO was originally described by surgeons in
the late-1800s. The first published report
of osteodistraction was from Codvilla,
an Italian orthopaedic surgeon in 1905,
where he described an osteotomy of the
femur and the use of weights attached to
the calcaneus to provide distraction. The
elongation was stabilised by a plaster cast
and resulted in problems of skin necrosis.13
There were further reports of the technique
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